Will Power™ is an escape game in a box that teaches teams to think and act outside the box by combining skillsets, communication styles, perspectives, and personalities to accomplish the game’s mission.
CAN YOUR TEAM FIND THE KEY TO LALANNA’S LOOT?

Set in modern-day L.A., the mystery requires teams to take on the roles of the attorneys charged with distributing the estate of Hollywood legend LaLanna Valentino.

After opening the box of clues curated by LaLanna before her passing, the team solves puzzles found on items like vintage post cards, cassette tape players, and Instagram posts.

To win, each team must find her last will and testament before the clock runs out. The media is watching.

UNLOCK NEW LEVELS OF SUCCESS ON YOUR TEAM

Will Power™ guides experiential understanding of how to:

• Think in fresh ways
• Build high-performing teams
• Navigate chaos and change
• Communicate through complexity

• Maximize each team member’s strengths
• Bridge and benefit from differences
• Unite generations
• Use the power of story

THE GAME WORKS LIKE THIS:

Small groups work together at each table to solve their own escape box.

The escape game, reflection time, and steps for action take one hour.

We’ll play up to 150 people at the same time, with the help of Game Masters.

The experience closes out with an educational and inspirational reminder: where there’s a will, there’s always a way out.

“Ingenious!” - Kelly Lancaster  |  “Will Power is the solution to bring us together in the workplace!” - Sharon Smith

“All players need one another in order to solve the common challenge before them. Hands down, the Will Power escape game is a fun tool for engaging folks in a lively discussion of differences and point-of-view.”

Richard P. Rosenbaum, Jr., SHRM-SCP, IPMA-SCP
Talent Management, Tennessee State Government
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